
If you enjoyed the book, please let me know!

Send a pic of your projects and where you live to

nmarkowitz@ashar.org

and I'll send you a virtual high five back!
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FIND MORE ACTIVITY BOOKS AT
WWW.ASHAR.ORG

AND CLICK ON "ART CLASS"
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360 NEW HEMPSTEAD ROAD
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Jumbo-sized



 
Artist website: www.ruchiegrossart.com  Thank you for shareing your artwork with us!



C A N  Y O U  

draw?

Draw frogs here,
there and jumping

everywhere

Draw a
dancing
Matzah

Draw a Pharoh 
in Pajamas in

 the middle of 
the night!

Draw Hillel's
Sandwich Store

Draw a
smiling

seder tray

Draw the face
you make

while eating
Marror





Ann D. Koffsky is the author/ illustrator of many Jewish books for kids, including "Kayla and Kugel’s Almost Perfect
Passover."  Find out more about her at www.annkoffsky.com. Thank uou for shareing your artwork with us!



Complete the picture
It is not a pyramid

Think outside the box







Complete the picture
It is not a Kos of wine

Think outside the box



 
Artist website: www.ruchiegrossart.com  Thank you for shareing your artwork with us!



Draw an Egyptian Pharoh





Ann D. Koffsky is the author/ illustrator of many Jewish books for kids, including "Kayla and Kugel’s Almost Perfect
Passover."  Find out more about her at www.annkoffsky.com. Thank uou for shareing your artwork with us!
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Dress up your  LEGO minifigures for leaving Egypt!



Create a Makot Flipbook Ball (pgs 21-22)

Color the Makot images
Cut out the circles

Line up the circles in Makot order
Fold each circle in half- along the equator

Glue the reverse side bottom half of Dam (blood). 
Attach to the reverse side top half of Tzfardayah (frogs) 
Glue the reverse side bottom half of Tzfardayah (frogs)

Attach to the reverse side top half of Kinim (lice)
Continue until all the circles are attached... the last circle will

connect to the first circle
 
 
 

Leaving Egypt Sunglasses (pgs 18-20)

On Pesach we need to feel as though we too actually left Egypt!
If you were in Egypt, what would you see?

In the sunglasses draw a scene from that time
Color in the boy or girl face

Cut out the glasses and paste them on the face
 
 
 
 













 
Artist website: www.ruchiegrossart.com  Thank you for shareing your artwork with us!


